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À 7f E,{SUREMENT of farm ef6ciency can provide useful insights
IYI into the competitiveness of fafms ând their porentials for rar-

sing productiviry and improving resource use. In view of irs important
implications, the measurement of farmlevel efficiency in production has

received considerable attention from researchers in the læt two decades
(Schmidt, 1986;Battese, 1))2; Bravo-Urera and Pinheiro, I99); Coel-
li, 1995). However, the investigation of causes of inefficiencies in pro-
duction besides the estimation of inefficiency levels can clearly indicate
means by which efficiency may be improved by increasing agricultural
ourpur. In addrtion, for individual farms gains in efficiency are particu-
larly importanr in periods of financial stress and agricultural policy
changes, since efficient farms are more likely to generate higher incomes

and thus stand a better chance of surviving and prospering. In particu-
lar, eftciency in livestock production can be proved as a key determinant
for stock-farms survival since the seemingly oversupply of dairy products
within European Union (EU), as well æ the reduction in the fiscal out-
Iays for supporting agricultural plans, suggest that the trend towards
fewer stock-farmers is likely to continue in the foreseeable Ârture. Issues

relating to rhe survival of the small family farms as well as the influence
of rhe EU agricultural policy reforms upon smaller farmers, remain vcry

imporrant and extremely controversial. EUi sheep meat production to-
tally comes from small stock-farms operating mainly rn Greece, Spain

and Unired Kingdom. In patticular Greek small srock-farmers produce

the 1 1.95 per cent of the total EU's meat production settled in the third
place after UK (11.48 per cent) and Spain (19.87 per cent).

The present study purports ro contribute to the efficiency literarure
by estimating the technical efficiency of sheep-breeding stock-farms tn
Greece for the period 1989-1992 in order ro assess the potential gains or

losses in livescock output through productiviry growth. Moreover, the

role of farm management and technology implemenration in the produc-

tion process as well as the socio-economic factors thar affecr the manage-

rial capacity of stock-farmers are explored, since it is conjecrured that
rhe wide variation in farm net returns is primarily caused by the corre-

review of some concluding results and policy implications.

THEORITICAL FRAME\TORK

Among the most important features of panel data is that analysts no

longer haue to impose à particular d*tribt/rion for the farm efficiency,
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1. ÂNDREÀKOS, V. TZOUVELEKAS, K. MATTAS, E, PAPANAGIOTOU

lessening one of the mosr serious drawbacks deflecting a common cnn-
cism of the econometric approach to frontier estimation by mathemati-
cal programming proponents (Greene, 1993a, pp. 82-87). Two different
esrimation techniques for panel data models have been developed in the
lirerarure that enable to relax many of the resrrictive assumptions of the
single cross-sectional stochastic frontier model and giving rise to alrer-
narive measures of efûciency. These incluàe, fixed effects model and the
least squares dummy variable (LSDV) estimation atà rhe random effects

model and rhe generalised least squares (GIS). A general Cobb-Douglas
production function frontier expressed in logarithms (or natural loga-
rithms) in the context of panel data can be written as (Greene, 199Jb,
D. 40) ):

K,s
In y,, = ct + Z p, ln xu,, + e,, (1)

where, 1,, is the logarithm o, ,,j. ou,Ou, ot rhe tthfarm in period r,

xn,, is rhe logarithm of rhe ktb input applied of rhe ith farm in period l,
Ép represents the slope coefficient o( rhe htb input which is common to all

which is assumed to be uncorrelared neither with n, nor with the explana-
rory variables [zr, - N (0, o])1. The wirhin or fixéd effects esrimaior æ-
sumes that z, are fixed effecrs of each farm and thus, equation (l) can be
tewritten as:

t,, = ]rflr 
*u, * ,\ d;D, , ,i, e)

where, D , are the farm-specific dummy variables indicaring the irl unir
and rake values equal to zero or one. Thus, rhe dummy variable will take
the vall;e of aniry for observations on farm i, while it witl be zero for ob-
servations on other farms. If we assume now rhat the dummy variable
for each farm srands as a proxy of maxagetunt, then these dummies can
be interprered as a measure of rechnical et'ficiency esta\lishine a clear Iink
between the producrion frontier merhodology and the fixed effects
model (Hoch, 1976; Ljngard et al.,198); Schmidt and Sickles, 1984;
Dawson s, al.,l99I; Ahmad and Bravo-Urera, 1995). In order ro esrr-
mate technical efficiency subsequent calculations
Gabrielsen (1975) and Greene (l!80) propositi
the shift of rhe regression estimates up br àoo,n
sidual is zero and the rest have the desired sign,
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TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY IN GREEK LIVESTOCK FARMS

timate of farm's constant. Hence, the farm specific technical efficiencies
can be estimated as (Schmidt and Sickles, 1984):

nax 1eail

ed,
6)

The above formulation implies that one farm has a zero rechmcal n-
efficiency and the remaining N - 1 farms have posiliw efficiency estr-

mares. Given thar the density of z, is non-zero for some t, greater than

zero, the technical efficiency of the most efficient farm will be indeed

100 per cent as N - co (Greene, 1980). Therefore the rechnical effi-
ciency esrimates obtained from (l) are consistent for a, and a,asT and
N grow to infiniry. The particular advantage of this approach is that it
does nor assume normality for the distribution of farm effects while it
dispenses with the assumption that rhe farm efficiencies arc rnconelated

wirh the input levels.

If the assumption of independence of farm efficiencies and input lev-
els can be maintained, rher' rhe randon effecs model might be preferabte.

The most important difference between random and fixed effects model,
is that the former instead of working conditionally on the farm-specific
effects, c,, it takes explicirly into account their. Jllcbartic nattJre- In other
words, instead of assuming that c, are fixed coefficients applying only to
the coss-sectional unirs and not to additional ones outside the sample,
we assume that thev are itàeoetdent raxdom v

and variance q? This formulaiion seems ro be a

farms are partïf some larger populatron. Vith
effects model the flarm-specific constânts are given by:

ai= ai- i é)

drstributed as well æ uncorre-
E(a,\ = p,, E(ai\ = oi and
model, each farm has its own

rh the orhers. In rhis approach

there is a unique production frontier but one-tidzd rar,dom variations ate

allowed in order to characterise inefficiencies. Farm specific efficiencies
are obtained from the estimated values of farm intercepts as in the case of
fixed effects model in (4). The farm intercepts are derived either by the
mean over rime of the residuals for farm i or by using the best linear pre-
dicror proposed by Taub (1979). However, for large T both approaches

yield equivalent estimates. In our analysis we utilised rhe te linear un'
biased predicnr (BLUP) æ it is described in Greene (1993a, p 85)

In conclusion to this section, it is worth pointing out that in terms
ore important ro determine what
rmers than simolv to measure tt.
ettlclency provldes polrcy maKets

potential sources of inefficiencY
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originare, but also suggests policies thar may be implemented ro en-
hance overall economic performance of the farmers. Technical efficiency
of a farmer is mostly influenced by his socio-economic environment
which has direct bearing on human capital development (Lockheed zl
al., 1980; Phillips and Marble, 1986). Nevertheless, a number of other
factcrs associated with general demographic and environmenral charac-
teristics hâve been also considered to explain variations in oroducrive ef-
ficiency (Lingard u al., 198j, Hill and Kalirajan, Lgg3; johnson et a!.,
1994). Among the different developed methodologies rhe rwo step pro-
cedure has gained popularity among researchers as rhe most sophisrr-
cated one, inasmuch as ir has been around for a long time since Timmer
(1971) attempted to explain inrerstate variation in technical efficiency rn
US agriculture. In the first stage efficiency measures are obrained usrng
any of the techniques developed in the lirerarure. Then a linear funcrion
is esrimared to relare efficiency and some of the above farm characreris-
tics thar are available (Lovell, 199j, pp.53-55).

THE DATA AND EMPIRICAL MODEL

The data

The data used in the present paper were provided by rhe Agricultu-
ral Economics and Social Research Instirute (Ag.ESRI). The data were
collected by trained research surveyors of the Regional Agricultural Di-
rectorates, from all Greek regions according to a well-designed and pre-
tested questionnaire. The data ser consists of 60 identcal farms for
which observations were obrained for each of the four years of the study.
The survey provides detailed informarion about producrion patrerns,
input use, average yields, gross revenues and net income of rhe suweyed
farms. A summary of rhis information for the years 1989 and 1992 is
presented in Tables I and 2.

As it is gleaned che average cost of the used inputs remains stable
during the period of rhe study, which is rather logical, since the nature
of stock-farming production does not allows for changes in the shorr-
run. The dominant inpurs are the family labour and animal feed total-
Iing rhe 8).74 per cent ofthe roral cost per head in I989 and the 81.96
per cent in 1992, followed by depreciation and grazing cosr. The hired
labour, permanenr or seasonal, const;tutes a small share of the rotal rn-
puts, while the mechanisation of the farms remains insubstantial. The
total .osr in 1!!2 prices has been increased by 15.11 per cent resulting
in part from the increæe of rhe wage rares. The production is direcred to
the meat and milk, while wool and manure are considered as bv-orod-
ucts. Sheep-milk contribution ro rhe roral gross revenues in lgg2'i;2.86
per cent higher than in 1989 while ar rhe same rime the contribution of
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TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY IN GREEK LIVESTOCK FARMS

sheep-mear ro the toral gross revenues was decreased from 39.89 per

cent in 1989 to 14.22 per ce^t in 1992.

1989 r992Table 1.

Cost elemenrs of
sheep-breeding farms

Average cost
L Labour (a+b+c)

a. Permanenr

b. Family
c Seasonal

2. Machinery

3. Veterinary nursing and drugs

4. Grazrng and taxes

). Fuel and elecrri. power

6. Transportarion
7. Feed (a+b)

a. Pr-rrchased

b. Produced

8. Miscellaneous

!. Depreciarion
10. lnsurance

I I Maintenance

12 Rents

13. Fixed æsers interesr

14. Current ,Lsse6 inreres!

2t.28
0.20

20 12
0.16
0.08
045
1.81

0.25

0.12
21.0t
11.44

0.10
t.7l
0.04
0.l t
0.17
0.48
r.47

41.t0
0.40

4t.97
0.7 )
0.16
0.91

J.7 |
0.10
0.24

42.64
21 .2J
r,.4r
0.20
1.46
0.08
0.31

0.16
0.97
2-98

13.35 42.48
0.60 0.76

32.41 4t.27
0.21, 0.27
0.t4 018
0.72 0.91

2.87 ) 6'
t.29 | 64
0ll 0.14

)2.51 41.48
2t.21 27 .0r
tt.)6 14.47

0.29 0.17
2.22 2.81

0.08 0.10
0.)3 0.41

0.22 0.21
1 07 t.36
3.4r 4.34

Total cosc 49.37 100.00 78. 100.00

Ner revenues 9.J9

The second and forth columns indicare rhe percenrages o[ rhe roral cosr

All figures are expressed in ECU/head

Exchaose rate (2).1.199)) I Drs = 294.118 ECU

1989 t992Table 2

Gross revenues of
sheep-breediog farms

I Mear (kg/head)

2 Price (ECU/kg)
2a Value (ECU/ head)

3 Milk (kc/head)

ia Value (ECU/head)
4 Vool (ECU/head)

5 Manure (ECU/head)

Toral (la+4+!)
6 Subsidies (ECU/head)

9.19
)41

22.58

22.83
1,0 j
0.31

24 21

9.80

39.89

40.34
t.82
0.6,

42.81
).7 .30

9.47

l.l8
30.08
74.86
37.98
0.78
0.)9

19.r5
r8.67

14.22

43.20
0.89
0.44

44.14
2l.24

Gross revenues 56.6r r00.00 87.90 100.00

The second and forth columns indicace rhe percentages of rhe rotal Gross Revenues

Exchange race (2!.1.1995) I Drs=294.718 ECU.

The producer price for meat hæ been increased only by 4.17 per cent

despite of rhe substantial raise in input prices. Thus, rhe net revenues as a

percentage of the gross revenues exhibit a small decline, about 2 per cent,
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ahhoush an essential increase in the amount of direct and indirect trans-
tm t)- (from 17.30 per cent in 1989 ro 21.24 per cent in 1992) rook
place. However, o[particular interest is thar the average amounr of total
subsidies is considerably higher than the relevant figure of net revenues
(50.29 per cent in 1992) implying the strictly dependence of stock pro-
duccion in rhese transfer payments. Finally, the average yields are stable,
æ it was expected to be, during the entire considered period, and for meat
is about I kg/head, while for milk the relevant figure is 75 kg/head.

The empirical model

For the estimation of the producrion function, the Cobb-Dougras
functional form in the natural logs of the variables was chosen, as ir has

been the practice in most empirically studies concerning efficiency, In
addition, the translog type formulation of the model resulted insignifi-
cant parameter estimates of the cross-input effecrs. Outpur was assumed
ro be dependent upon labour (family and hired), animal feed, veterinary
expenses and some other primary inputs (fuel, maintenance, insurance,
transportation, rents etc.). Ultimately, â time dummy vâriable to caprure
changes in technology and in environmental conditions was introduced.
Specifically, rhe esrimated model assuming rhat farmers aim at maximis-
ing their expected profits in order to surpass the existence of simultane-
ous bias (Zellner et al., 1966), has the following form :

ln Y,, = a + P, ln Xr,, + Br ln Xr,, + Pa ln Xr,, + Bo lx Xo,,

'fs-^+L D,D, v.tr (6)

-n"r. ;r, milk and meat production per farm, X, is the breeding fees,

X, is the labour used, X. is the expenses for veterinàry nursing and medi-
cine, Xo includes the rést of the expenses, Dr,, are the time dummres
(base year-l989) an d r,, t,are the disturbance terms which have the prop-
erties mentioned in Section 2. Ultimately, all variables are expressed in
Drsihead,

RESUTTS

Table I presenrs rhe estimated producrion frlncrion using pooled cime-
series and cross-secrional dara set of 60 matched fæms surveyed in the pe-
riod between 1989 and 1992. The adiusred R-squares indicate thar rhe
fitted regression equation explains 22.iVo of rhe oirpur variation in stock

(/; These subsidies refereed ro Eurooean Union scrucrural funds as well as ro
the direcr rransfers ro rhe producers supporring therr income afrer the rmplemen-
rarion of milk quoras.
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producrion for the total model, whereâs in fixed effects and random effects

models the relevant estimates were considerably improved' 64.)%). All
the estimated coefficients have the anticipated sign, which in Cobb-
Douglas functional form represents the elasticity ofoutput with respect ro

inputs. Animal feed and labour (family and hired) are the factors which
are most intensively used in the producrion exhibiting strong signiûcant
values, followed by veterinary expenses. Furthermore, other primary in-
puts are non-significant while the coefficients of the time dummy vari-
ables have the anticipated sign with rhis of 1992 more in evidence. Con-
sequently, in 1992 either improved practices were inrroduced or the
weather conditions were favourable for production. Finally, the signifi-
cance tests examining whether or not each individual have different inter-
cept in borh models submit the rejection of rhe null hypothesis, that is

rhe interceprs of the 60 farms production functions are not all the same,

while the Hausman (1978) specificarion test suggests thar the fixed effects
model is not the appropriâre scheme for the explanation of the different
production structures across farms. Thus, for the estimation of farm level
technical efficiency as well as for the analysis of the dererminants in the
existing efficiency variation among farms, which follows, we have used
the random components estimates.

Variables Fixed effects Random effects

Table J
Estimaced modified

Cobb-Douglas
production funcrions

using time-series
cross-secuonal

Incercepc

Feed

I,abour

1.282 (0.49r)* 7.t09 (0.116)+ 7.205 (0.60A1*

0.167 (0.018)* 0.169 {0.0391* 0.168 (0.036)+

0,0t6 (0.041) 0.087 (0.04t),*,* 0.070 (0.041)*r,

Vererinary nursing 0.112 (0.023)* 0.081 (0.026)* 0.099 (0022)*

Other -0.002 (0.011) -0 001 (0.014) -0.002 (0.012)

1fP0-dummy

lP!1-dummy

R2

F-scaciscic

0 223

8.129*
0 t45
9,490*

0.546

t6184.954"

0.069 (0.0t9) 0.080 (0.0Î) 0.014 (0.052)

0.023 (0.06r) 0.029 (0.0tt) 0.021 (0.0t4)

1992-dummy 0.116 (0.062)+* 0.125 {0.056;** 0.119 (O.O5i)**

Tesr for equality ofdummy variables: F(t9,l7l) = 2.089, P-value = 0.0001

fangrange mukiplier resr

for random effecrs:

Hausman specification test:

Chi-squared = 16.49, P-value = 0 0000

Chi-squared = 2 214, P-value = 0.9431

t Signitcanr ar rhe 0.01 level; ** ar rhe 0.0) level; +** ar rhe 0 l0 level

Dara for 60 marched larms for the period 1989-1992

Individual farm rechnical efûciencies wefe compured using equation
(l) and were then aggregated into a frequency distribution in figure 1,

where the class intervals are 5 per cent. The results suggest a considerable
variarion in individual technical efficiencies across farms, ranging from a

low of 51 .21 per cent to a high of 100 per cenr, while the mean value is
75.80 per cenr. Therefore, it is evident that rhe gap between average and

best-practice yield should be increased by a better utilisation of the avail-
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able resources and gathering considerable gains in farmers gross income.
The considerable variation in efficiency ratings could imply that rhe ho-
mogeneity assumprion for the production environment is nor valid for
the srudy area and that there could be differences in the availabiliry and
use of inputs, Howevet, considering that rhe stock-farmers all over
Greece are using almost an homogeneous technology, the differences in
the produced output could be eirher due to rhe lack of complere knowl-
edge of the existing technology or because an improper utilisarion of
this technology. The larer is rather true since livestock production and
especially sheep-breeding is mainly labour and feed intensive and rhus,
prodùction patterns are not essentially differentiared berween farms.
Strengthening more the above findings, the farms were mapped care-
fully in order to investigate whether or not specific regron exhrbit high
technical efficient rankings. ft was found thar high technical efficient
farms are locared in differenr regions and thus, no geographic parrerns

were emerged.

Figure I Frequcncy distriburion of technical efficiency ratings

85 80 8G75 75-70 7G65

Percentage ol technical etficiency

The employed methodology in the present study poses thar the ex-
isting technical eftciency differences between farms reflect differences
in the managerial capacity of rhe farmers/2). Hence, in order to exam-

(?) Hoooet,e., rhere is a debare in rhe lirerature coocerning rhe srudy of rhe im-
pa< r rhar socio-economic fa.lors câuse on rhe levelofefficiency Some analysrs arguc
that chese variables may have direcrly effecrs on efficiency escimares and rhus,
should be caken rnco accouot in rhe esrimarion of rhe orodLrcrion fronrier (Barrese a
al, 1989), while some orhers supporc char rhe socio-eànomic faccors have a circular
effcct on produccion and hence, should be rncorporared iodirectly in the production
function wirh a two stage process (Kalirâjan, 1991;Shariffand Dar, 1996). Io rhe
presenr srudy these variables were excluded from the firsc srage since they do nor
command any price in che marker and so rhey cannoc meaniogfully be rncluded in
the producrion funcrion

r02

E
z

Meaa:75.80
Max:100
Min: 5'l .2'7

6G55lm-95



TECHN IC AL EF F ICIENCY IN GREEK LIVESTOCK FARMS

ine the determinants of efficiency variation among farms, technical effi-
ciency measures were regressed on a series of variables which was sup-
posed to influence the managerial capacity of the stock-farmers. The fac-
tors which were assumed, in the present study, to influence the
managerial capacity of the Greek stock-farmets and hence, their effi-
ciency level were : (a) the age in years of the farm operator ; (b) che type
of the farm (equal with one for these farms which was strictly livestock
and zero for the mulciproduct ones); (c) the education level of the farm
operator expressed in number of years of schooling ; (d) the credit access
(equal with one for the farmers who were receiving credit and zero oth-
erwise) ; (e) the lack of successors and (0 the farm's locacion (equal with
one if it is located in a less favoured area and zero otherwise) ; (g) rhe
farm size expressed in the flock size of the stock farm.

Table 4. Variables Units of Measurement Coefficienc Std. Error
Regression results

of the random
components

Farmer's age

Farm

Formal education

Credit access

Lack of successors

Farm location

Flock size

years

1 =livestock, zero mixed
years of schooling

I =yes, 0= no

I =yes, 0=no

I =less-favourite, 0 = no

heads

r.)t1
0.143
0.051

0.651

0.032
-u.4) /
0.011

(0.041)*
(0.472)

(0.01t )***
(0.12i)*
(0.008)*

(0,245)**
(0. I 31)

Adj. R2

F-sratiscic

N

0,40t
1.918*

60

* Significant at the 0,01 level; *r' ar rhe 0.01 level; **x at rhe 0.10 level
Data refer to the lasr year of rhe study (1992)

The results of che regression analysis of rechnical efficiencies are re-
ported in Table 4. Although the fitted regression equarion explains only
the 40.5 per cent of the individual variation rhe mosr of the esrimated
coefficients are significant ar above !0 per cent level. The clearest pat-
tern that emerges is the age of rhe manager of the farm which is positive
related to efficiency at rhe one per cenr level. The differences in the years
of schooling as well as in the credir access of the farmers are also impor-
tant factors in improving the overall productivity. Given that education
is a strong complement with most of the inputs utilised in the produc-
tion, its importance is indispensable. Moreover, che area in which the
farm .is located (less-favoured or not) and the lack of successors have sig-
nificant but eligible part to play, while there is no evidence thar the
pure livestock farms exhibit different efficiency levels than mixed ones.
Finally the farm size does not have any conjunction with the existing
level of efficiency resulting insignificant low values. This finding is in
accordance with previous studies where it was found that larger farms
are not more efficient than smaller farms (Taylor et al., 1986;Byrnes el

al,,1988;Bravo-Ureta and Evenson,1994). This implies that the pro-
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vision of institutional services to small farms that provides them with
opportunities similar to rhose enjoyed by large farms is feasible.

DISCUSSION

Smallholder stock-farming, a quite floutishing livestock sector, con-

stitutes an important and vital part of rhe Greek economy and it is also

a major source of sheep milk and meat within EU. Regarding thar

stock-farms are locared mainly in mountainous and semi-mountainous
areas using traditional ways of farming, emerges the examination of the

fferentials among them. The alternative em-

r the estimation of the production function
our and breeding fees are the foremost signifi-
n which virruallv remains unchangeable over

rime

The efficiency analysis using a stochastic frontier methodology re-

veals considerable deviations among stock-farms given the available in-

hold incomes, Gains in productivity are important to stock-farming con-

sidering the future reductions in fiscal outlays for supporting agricultu-

ral plans.

The examination of the relationship between efficiency and various

socio-economic indicators of the stock-farmers reveals some valuable rn-

formarion concerning the inter-farm efficiency differences The farm

operirof's age and education level, the access to market's credit, the lack

oi successots in stock-farming and the location of the farm are imporcant

factors enhancing productive efficiency actoss farms. Conclusively, this
mitigares the need for screngthening the existing extension services and

for conducting pilot instructive progrâmmes to acquaint the less rn-

formed farmers with advanced farming operations. Since the room for

further improvement in the productivity of the stock-farmers is consid-

erable, policy-makers might fruitfully inctease their efforts in the fore-

seeable furure for technological developments, institutional adjustments

and improvements in rhe input-markets organisation, in order to achteve

considerable gains in output through rhe structural adiustment of the

stock production which is now based in traditional ways of farming
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